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! United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
| Mail Station PI-137 i

| Washington, DC 20555

Attention: Document Control Desk

Dear Sirs:

Subject: Additional Information on Internal Vessel Core Spray
Pipe Crack

On Tuesday, October 11, 1988, the Authority briefed the NRC staff ,

on a crack in an internal vessel core spray pipe. The crack was
detected while performing a visual examination during
FitzPatrick's refueling outage in accordance with IEB 80-13. The
briefing described FitzPatrick core spray system, details of the
crack, the repair program, and the safety implications in both
the as-found and future condition. To assist in the discussion,

I a notebook entitled "J. A. FitzPatrick Core Spray In-Vessel Pipe
Crack Briefing" was provided to the NRC staff members. As a
result of this meeting, the Authority agreed to provide original
and repair dcsign stress values to the NRC and to visually
inspect the shroud plate manway covers and to U.T. the other side
of the cracked weld.

| On Thursday, October 13, 1988, during a phone conversation
| between the Authority and NRC personnel (Abelson, Koo, LaBarge,

et. al.), the NRC staff was provided new information regarding
the crack and repair program. In particular, the crack is
actually located in a slightly different location than originally
discussed.

This letter formally transmits the originally requested stress
i'. formation and the revised information concerning this crack.
Attachment 1 is a revised drawing which shows the actual location
of the crack based on the initial visual exam. Attachment 2
provides a drawing which shows the actual crack orientation based
on ultrasonic inspection performed October 16, 1988, prior to
repair. Attachment 3 summarizes how the original identification
error was made. Attachment 4 provides s summary of the revised
repair program. Attachment 5 provides a drawing of the revised
repair. Attachment 6 provides a summary of the results of other
inspections performed in-vessel. Attachmene 7 provides the
stress information on the original and repaired piping. '

Attachment 8 provides a copy of the repair safety evaluation,
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TO: US NRC October 21, 1988
FROM: R. J. CONVERSE JAFP-88-0965
SUBJECT: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON Page -2-

INTERNAL VESSEL CORE SPRAY
PIPE CRACK

Since the cracked weld is unicue and an ultrasonic examination of
the pipe-to-elbow weld locatec, above the cracked weld revealed nn
indications, no further in-vessel ultrasonic examinations were
considered necessary. For this reason and due to ALARA
considerations, no additional exams were performed. Future
in-vessel visual inspections will continue during refueling
outages as presented during the October 11, 1988 meeting,

If there are any questions, please contact Tom Moskalyk at
(315-349-6505).

^7,

1 . s t. c cAn
RADFORD J. CONVERSE

RJC:WFilar

cc NRC Resident Inspector
J. Gray - WPO
Document Control Center
WPO Records Management
R. Legate (GE, San Jose)

Mr. Dave LaBarge
Ptoject Directorate I-l
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission ,

Mail Stop 14B2
Washington, DC 20555

Mr. Jack Strosnider
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region 1 I
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406
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ATTACHMENT 2

JAF Core Spray 190' - Azimuth
of the Reactor Vessel
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ATTACHMENT 2 (C:nt'd.)
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ATTACHMENT 3

A. Reason for Additional Weld

The internal core spray rise pipe has, as shown below, a 5'
bend in the pipe to allow for proper installation between
thc shroud and vessel vall. The shop fabricated piae, when
originally delivered on site, nad 3 lengths with eliows in
one direction and I length with an elbow in the other

; direction rather than 1 of each. As a result, a General
| Electric Disposition Instruction was issued which directed
i the cutting of one of the 3 pipes a minimum of 2 inches
i _below the elbow to pipe weld, reversing the elbow direction
i and rewelding of the pipe. Thus an additicnal field weld
| approximately 6 inches below the elbow to pipe weld was
: created. This is different-than the standard GE installa-

tion and may be unique in the industry. Of note, :his
additional field weld is the only pipe-to-pipe fiald weld
and does provide a reason for the crack being located on the

|
one pipe section.
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B. Reason for Misidentification

theDuringthe1988RefuelOutafevisualexamination,inspection team examined al welds on the core spray pipe
and initially recognized that an additional weld was present
on the affected pipe segment. Once the crack was located,
upon further detailed inspections, the inspection team
referred to the location as the 190' azimuth pipe to elbow

,

| weld. The repeated use of this reference and subsequent
! video camera concentration on only the crack introduced an

error carried over into drawing preparation. Since this
I configuration is unique and no detailad plant drawings
! showed this weld, the mistake was carried throughout ;

i engineering and the NRC presentation. Subsequent review of
the video tapes to finalize engineering and work planningt

! revealed the error.

I

i
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ATTACHMENT 3 (Cont'd.)

C. Review of Earlier Inspections

In conjunction with the revision of the repair program, a
detailed drawing of the internal vessel core spray piping
was produced and a review of prior IEB 80-13 inspection
video taoes was conducted. Knowing the exact location of
the craci, the review of the 1987 outage video tape revealed

indication. This was originally thought to be the "toe"-

e the weld. A detailed comparison of the 1987 indication
and 1988 crack identified that the indication was in fact an
earlier stage of the crack. Of note, a full flow test of
core spray system injection was satisfactorily performed at
the beginning of the 1988 Refuel Outage. Review of earlier
exams revealed that no inspections were performed on this
particuler weld.

.
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ATTACHMENT 4

SUMMARY OF IN-VESSEL CORE SPRAY PIPE REPAIR

Following the completion of refueling operations, the activities.
-for the repair of the "B" core spray header pipe commenced. A
summary of the details is provided.

Plant Conditions

Beginning with the vessel water level below the top flange, a
hydrolasing rig was used to decentaminate the wall of the vessel.
Water level was reduced as the circular rig was lowered into the
vessel by the Reactor Building crane. The activity continued
until the water level was lowered to approximately 72 inches
above top of active fuel.

A temporary operating procedure (TOP-98) was written specifically
to maintain level control in the vessel. The other train of core
spray was available for auto-injection at a setpoint of 48 inches
above top of active fuel.

Work Platform and Rigging
. . ,

A shielded work bucket was obtained for this work. This work
'

bucket measures approximately 4'-0" x 4'-0" x 7'-0" high and
weighs approximately 10,000f loaded. This structure was designed
by GE in accordance with NUREG 0612 requirements for a similar
in-vessel piping activity at another facility.

The work bucket was rigged for a four point lift for stability
and is a suspended type of work platform. This work bucket
accommodated one or two workers and was lowered and lifted by the
Reactor Building crane auxiliary hook with 20-ton capacity. The
work bucket has a 23" x 24" opening located 6" above the floor.
This opening arovided sufficient clearance to perform the repair !

activity to the vertically oriented 5-inch diameter Core Spray
iP Pe.:

Modifications were made to the bucket to provide an optimum
standoff from the reactor vessel wall for repair access. Addi-

'

tional shielding was provided on the sides and top of the opening
to reduce the dose from the Feedwater Sparger line that is
located about 24 inches above the work area. When in position,
the work bucket was approximately 6 inches above the water

i surface.

An umbilical line for services including breathing air, con-
pressed air, weld lead, and exhaust air was provided and left' in
place during the duration of the repair activity.

!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ _- - - - - - _ . - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - . - - . - . - - - - - - - - ---
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ATTACRMENT 4 (Cont'd.)

An aluminum frame protective net composed of lightweight wire
mesh and covered with Herculite and welding cloth material was
suspended and positioned below the work area at the water surface
for the purpose of catching any debris or tools that could have
dropped from the work area. The catch net covered an area of
approximately 100 square feet and conformed to the vessel inside
diameter.

Repair Details

The crack in the pipe was visually noted to be approximately
180*-190' circumferential in the heat affected zone on the lower
side of the pipe-to-pipe weld located approximately 6 inches
below the elbow-to-pipe weld on the 190' azimuth riser.
Subsequent ultrasonic examination revealed that the crack
intermittently extended the remaining 180' on the I.D. with worse
case remaining ligaments of .08" .15 (refer to Attachment 2).
Ultrasonic examination on the other side of the weld revealed a
20-30 degree internal crack with .08" remaining ligament. In
both cases, the cracks revealed IGSCC ultrasonic signal
characteristics.

The repair consisted of a "clamshell" arrangement composed of 6
inch, schedule 80 pipe (0.432 inch wall), 4 inches long. The
material is ASTM A-312, Type 316L. The clamshell was cut in two,
approximately 180' halves, and was positioned on the existing
5 inch, schedule 40 pipe with the affected weld in the middle of
the 4 inch long clamshell. Both cracks were completely covered
by the clamshell. The inside diameter of the clamshell was
approximately 0.2 inches larger than the outside diameter of the
5 inch Schedule 40 pipe, thus providing sufficient clearance for
fit-up.

At the location of the crack, the Core Spray line has a clearance
with the reactor vessel ws'1 of approximately 1.25 inch, thus
providing limited acce ; ar welding. ER 308L weld electrode
was used for the stainless steel piping welds. The welds
consisted of a circumferential fillet weld tying into the
existing 5 inch pipe at the upper end, a circumrerential fillet
weld to the pipe at the lower end, and two full-penetration
longitudinal groove welds along the sides. Due to restricted I

accessibility, the circumferential welds were approximately 300*.
By design, this was adequate to provide sufficient structural
integrity.

Liquid penetrant exams were not performed prior to welding on the
pipe surface due to concern of materials entering into the crack |with no means of removal. This could aggravate tuture stress !corrosion cracking. Ultrasonic testing was performed on the l
crack to better define the dimension and to better characterize |the crack as being caused by IGSCC. In addition, the heat jaffected zone below the pipe-to-elbow weld and the piping where

1

.
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ATTACHMENT 4 (Cont'd.)

the new circumferential welds were to be located were
ultrasonically inspected for integrity. Upon completion of the
welding, a visual inspection meeting the requirements of ASME
'Section III, Subsection NG-5000 was conducted.

Welders were qualified in a full-scale mock-up to replicate the
restricted conditions.

Radiological Impact

Radiation exposure estimates were developed using data from
in-vessel work at Peach Bottom, Brunswick, Duane Arnold, and the
Feedwater sparger replacement at FitzPatrick in 1978.

S pecific actions to maintain personnel ex posures ALARA included
the decontamination of the RPV wall and the une of the shielded
box, modified with additional shielding to mit:imize doses from
the Feedwater sparger. Other ALARA measures included the use of
tele-dosimetry to provide continuous monitoring of personnel
doses, closed circuit TV monitoring, the use of local ventilation
to control airborne radioactivity, wirelese headset
communications, local shielding on core spray header and elbow,
and the use the suspended lead blankets.

:
1
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NEW YORX POWER AUTHORITY

JAMES A. FITZPATP.ICK NUC11.AR POWER PI. ANT

Attachment 5
.

Repair of Core Spray Pipe with Clamshell Sleeve
*
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ATTACHMENT 6 i

SUMMARY OF 1988 IN-VESSEL INSPECTIONS

A. Visual

1. Core Spray Spargers (all) - acceptable

2. Core Spray Support Brackets (all) - acceptable ,

3. Core Spray Header Supports (all) - acceptable

] 4. * Core Spray Headers other 3 - acceptable

5. Top Guide Hold Down Bolts (all) - acceptable
J

6. Top Guide Cell 26-27 & 22-27 - acceptable ,

7. CRD Nozzle Inner Radius - acceptable
i,

8. Jet Pumps 1, 10, 11, 20 Riser Brace to
Vessel Weld and Instrumentation - acceptable

I 9. ** Shroud Plate MA.Away Covers (both) - acceptable '

10.*** Final Visual of Clamshell Repair - acceptable .

B. UT

1. Jet Pump Beams (all) - acceptable
,

!' 2.**** Core Spray "B" 190 Azimuth Header Pipe-to-Pipe Weld at
Crack Location - 360' ID crack of which about 190'
through wall ;

3.**** Core Spray "B" 190 Azimuth '4-~ 'dra co Pipe Weld..

Above Crack - inside crack approximatet/ 2 inches long
4.**** Core Spray "B" 190 Azimuth Pipe-to-Elbow Weld - j

acceptable
|;

Notes

Core spray headers reinspected following discovery of*-

additional weld.,
,

' '
** Shroud plate manway covers inspected following meeting with

; NRC on October 11, 1988.

Final visual exam of clamshell repair performed after repair***

on October 17, 1088.
,

**** Core spray header piping ultrasonic inspection performed
October 16, 1988 prior to clamshell weld repair.

,

,

t

.,,,m,- -- . - - - -
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ATTACHMENT 7

2.0 CORE SPRAY PIPE STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

The structural integrity of the core spray piping and repair were
reviewed to assess: a) the probable crack mechanism, and b) the4

structural integrity of the core spray piping with clam shell
.

repair applied. Structural analyses were performed to determine !

the stresses due to various sources and the stress results were
compared ~with the ASME Section III allowables.

The preponderance of information indicates that the most likely
mode of cracking was due to an IGSCC mechanism. The results of '

the-assessment and structural evaluation are provided in the
following section.

.

2.1 . Potential Cause for Cracking |

j Cracking in piping er. be either due to fatigue or intergranular a
; stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC). The internal core spray .

; piping is not subjected to any significant fatigue cycling.
However, the weld location where cracking was observed is
subjected to the sustained weld residual stress, is sensitizedi

due to the thermal cycling caused by welding, he reactor core.and is exposed tothe oxidizing environment similar to that or t
Since the three necessary contributors for IGSCC are present at
the crack location and fatigue loading is minimal, the likely ;

cause for cracking is IGSCC.

The applied stress is almost entirely due to the weld residual
stress. Weld sensitization and surface grinding if any, could

. produce material susceptibility. Finally, the environmental
j condition inside the core spray internal piping is more severe ;

than that in the recirculation piping due to the presence of
stagnant water that contains non-condensable gases that escape

,

through the vent hole at the top. Once initiated on the inside
surface, crack extension can occur under IGSCC aided by :

,
accelerated water chemistry conditions in the pipe.

! ;

In addition, review of tha video tape indicates that the crack4

i behavior around the vicinity of the pipe is similar to IGSCC

|
behavior, |

;

l'

!

| 2-1 i

,

!
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'Ihe cracking appeared to propagate similar to an IGSCC and unlike a
straight transgranular crack due to fatigue loading.

2.2 STRUC'IURAL INTEGRITY

2.2.1 Smrmary

The internal core spray piping is not a pressure boundary

component and was designed using the ASME code as a guide. h
original design basis for the core spray piping was to meet the

primary strese limits of the ASME Section III. 1965 Edition with

addendum to Winter 1966. h analysis presented here confirms that

the clam shell repair meets the original requirementa conservatively.

)

With the exception of weld residial stress, all identified

; stresses expected during normal m'cor operation and core spray

operation were found to be well within ASME Code allouable 11mits.'

Based upon a review of these stresses, it is concluded that the

structural integrity of the piping with the clam shell repair, will be

maintained dur.;ur core spray injection. The stresses considered ;

include those due to downcomer flow impingement loads, seismic loads,

pressure, deadweight and thermally induced loads.

Although the normal operating loads alone do not result in'

stressee which are sufficient to cause IGSCC initiation, the addition

of the weld residual stresses coupled with local cold work oculd

result in exceeding the initiation threshold. Once initiated the weld

restdaal stzwsoes provide the driving force for thzrushwall cracking.

2.2.2 Structural Evaluation of Clam Shell Fix

To determine the integrity of the clan shell fix an evaluatic

was perforined conrAdering strweses during a potential SSE event w ch
core spray operation and stresses during norinal plant operation. In
addition, thermal stresses due to differential expansion of the vessel
and shroud were determined. Stresses in the core spray piping arise :

;

2- 2
, __ _ _ - - _ - _ . . - __ ._ - . - -- - __
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due to pressure, downcomer flow impir4ement, core spray flow
operation, deadweight, expansion differences between the vessel and
shmud, and limiting seismic event stmeses.

Stresses in the core spray piping due to bracket restraint are

govemed by the applied displmnt and the compliance of the pipe.

2.2.2.1 Analysis and Feeulta

To detemine the structural integrity of the com spray line with

the clam shell fix several evaluations were perfomed. Two different

finite element models were used for the evaluation. One model was
used to detemine the seismic, deadweight, downoceer flow Lapinsement

stresses, and stresa due to thermal and pmasum expansion differences

between the vessel and shmud. h seccnd was to detemine the

pressum and com spray flow induced stresses. The analyses and

resulta are discussed in the following sections.

ham Finite Elemant Mcdel

The beam finite element model was used to datemine the seismic,

deadweight, downc e er flow impingement, and thermal and preseure

expansion stresses. The ANSYS finite element program was used for the
evaluation (Reference 1). The finite element model is shown in Figum

1. It should be noted that at the clam shell section no credit was
taken for the original pipe. As demonstrated in the figure ,

appropriate boundary conditions wem applied at the core spray bracket
locaticos, core spray nozzle to safe end junction, and core spray

piping /sparger/ shroud connection. The lam shell was simulated by

applying the appropriate crees sectional propertles to the beam at the 4

1

clam shell location in the finite element model,

i

Loads due to the weight of the pipe (including captured water in
the pire) were applied to the model along with vertical and horizontal I

se,ismic loads. The stresses at the location in the finite element

model when the clam shell was sin 21ated was obtained for ocmMnation
with other . creases.

2- 3
.- _ _ _ . . _ _ . -_. _ , - .
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Ti.se cases corrw w ding to the limiting core spray service

conditions were run to determine the different stress contributions.
Rese are s> = arized below:

1) Downcomer flow impingement + seismic + deadweight
2) Downcomer flow impingement + deadweight
3) Stress due to vessel /shmxi thermal and pressure expansion

differences

To determine the expansion stress (case 3), two conditions were

evaluated. h first assumes normal plant operation. he second

considered corw spray operation. De === ==d conditions are shown .

below for the two cases:

1

1) Vessel Temperature : 550 degrees F
,

Shmmi Temperaturs = 550 degrees F
Core Spray Pipe Temperaturu = 526 destwee F
Pressure = 1050 poi

2) Vessel Temperature : 550 degrees F
Shroud Temperature = 550 degrees F
Core Spray Pipe Temperaturm = 40 degrees F
Pressurm = 265 poi

,

These conditions were applied to the beam model shown in

Figure 1. .

|
.
,

Avinvmatric Finita Elamant f4v4=1
,

The exisymmetric finite element model was used to determine the

prosaurs and oors spray flow operation indtad stasmes. Figurs 2

shove the finite element model. Note that no credit is taken for any

of the original core spray line pipe. We original pipe is removed

and the entire load is as= * to be taken by the clan shell and the

weld of clam shc11 to original pipe. Although the actual thickness of
the clan shell is higher, the twpair specification allowed a minim a

thickness of 0.310 in, near the weld location. Furthermore, it was

conservatively assumed that w = = of access limitations only 5/6th,

of the circumference wculd be welded. With this correction, the
]

equivalent thickness for the clan shell was calculated as (0.318x5/6)
or 0.265 inds.

2- 4
- .- . . . - - _ - . _ _ _ _ - - - _, , _ _ - - _ _ _ _.
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The expected pressure difference during core spray operation was
applied to all intemal surfaces. In addition the injection load due
to core spray flow was also applied as shown in Figure 2.

Stream Penulta

ne an==ary of the stress results is shown in Table 1. See

Figure 3 for locations referenced in Table 1.

Table 2
Stress In Repaired Pipe (With Clan Shell Bepair)

St - (kai)
Location 1 Location 2

Original Pipe Clam Shell
Scuren Memb Band Memb Band
Pressure + Core Spray Flow

Axial Strees 1.41 2.5 1.21 2.5 .

Hoop Stress 1.97 0.8 0.97 0.78

Seismic + Downcm er Flow (Axial) .07 0.59 .05 0.36
Impingement + Deadweight

Downcemer Flow Impingement ( Axial) .061 0.51 .04 0.31
+ Deadweight

hermal stress (Axial)
Nomal Operation -1.52 14.03 -1.09 8.42

Core Spray Operation -0.18 1.51 .13 0.91

2.2.4 Design Criteria

Be existing in vessel piping was iabricated in aooordance with

the requirementa of Genersl Electric Purchase Specification 21A1056.
.

|Since the core spray piping in the r*mtor seesel is classified as a

non-code cwponent, the design van not required to meet code

requirenente. Nevertheless, the 1965 edition with winter 1966

addendum of Section III of the ASIG code was used as a guide for the
intemal care spray piping design.

I

2- 5

'
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he repair cceponents are classified as non-code cceponents.
However, the design and analysis pr e a has used ASME Section III
sub-section HB as a guide.

he stresses wem evaluated at two locations as shown in Figure
3. Location 1 is in the original pipe material. L: cation 2
mpresents the weld between the original pipe and the clam shell.

Since this weld is subjected to visual examination only, a

conservatise weld quality factor of 0.35 was used W on Table

tG-3352-1 of the code. Use of this weld quality factor free

Sub-section tG of Section III is conservative since the intemal core
spray line is not a core support structum, hus, at locatica 2 the

allowable values of Section III sub-section NB were multiplied by the

weld quality factor.

r

2.2.5 Cceparison with Allowablee

In this section the stressee obtained frun the various snalysee

are ccepared with ASME Code allowables. In additico, the stresses for

the original pipe design are ccepared with those for the clam

ehell fix design. Bis demonstrates t' a t both the original and

repair design meet the intent of Section III of the ASME Code.

!

Per ASME Code Section III Subsection NB, the stress limitations

are:

Pm < S= Pm + Pb < 1.5Se P + Q < 3Se

where. Pm: primary membrane stress intensity,
Pb: primary bending stress intensity.
Q = secondary strees intensity.
Se: ASME code design strees intensity

Applying the weld quality factor to this criteria gives (for clas

shell material),

Pm ( .35S. Pm + Pb < .525S. P + Q < 1.05Se

2- 6
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The values for Se fn:e the Winter 1966, and 1986 ASME Code are given
below (at 550o F);

Original material 304 stainless (Winter 1966): Se : 16000pei
(1986): Se : 16950pei

,

Clam Shell material 316L stainless steel (1986): Se : 13950pei

The allowables are the m fore:

Ixcation 1, original material (Winter 1966 limiting)

Pm < 16000 poi Pm + Pb < 24000 psi P + Q < 46^00 psi
|
'

Iccation 2, clam 25 ell material (1986)

Pm < 4883pei Pm + Pb s 7324pei P + Q < 14640 poi

| Note that the use of the Winter 1966 allowable is limiting for

| the original Type 304 stainless steel material.
|

The primary and secondary stresses am susmarized in Table 3 below.,

Table 3
Stress Resulta and Allowables '

Strama Catu orv Straam Valnefksi,1 A11nwablefkmi)
Primary Membrane

Location 1 1.97 16.0
Location 2 1.16 4.88

Primary Membrane + Bending
Location 1 4.43 24.0
Location 2 4.02 7.32

Primary + Secondary
Location i 16.1 48.0
Iccation 2 9.86 14.68

As can be seen free Table 3, all strees values am well below the |

allowable even with the weld quality factor applied to the allowables.

Fatigue loading on the co m spray line is not a conoom and was

|not specifically addreened. The expected fatigue loading is not
|

significant and the addition of the clan abell will not impact fatigue |
loading. Thenfon, fatigue umaso is expected to be the same with and
without the clan shell mpair.

|
2- 7 i
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2.3 S0tt!ARY AND T '1Syr..-

he potr ./ . o * . , _ ere . :y pip y-

resulting from .wru.1 vit t t J Lea, of / 8.snt'

Accident were rev) % . r t t~ W, rat'.lue at9'

,

'

IGSCC were also e .

4 I: 6 ** crack u AX,

by IGSCC due to wid res.., .ible cold wohird of the
r te tal.

Results of the evaluaticfa .a that the expected stresoes
~

at the clam shell repair .-m wil within the ASME code

allowables. Re mforw. the . - aatisfies the intent of ASME code
Section III with consideration s weld quality factors fn:e Section NG

of the Code.

2.4 REFEEU CES

1) ANSYS Engineering Analysis System, Gabriel J. DeSalvo, John A
Suanson, Swanson Analysis Systems Inc, Houston Pennsylvania, March

1983

|

;

1

|
;
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TITLE: REPAIR OF IN-VESSEL CORE SPRAY LINE QA CLASS: I

USING A WELDED CLAMSHELL SLEEVE
_

X Plant Modification F1-88-199
,

| Minor Modification M1- -

TEST NO.'

EXPERIMENT
OTHER (Describe)

_

l A. The proposed change, test or experiment:

Increase the probability of occur-1. ( ) Does -

(X) Does Not rence or consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

Create the possibility of an2. ( ) Does -

(X) Does Not accident or malfunction of a type
other than any evaluated previously-
in the FSAR.

| 3. ( ) Does Reduce the margin of safety as-

(X) Does Not defined in the basis for Technical
Specifications.

Involve a change in the Technical4. ( ) Does -

(X) Does Not Specifications (nuclear or
|
; environmental). Para /Sec. N/A
l
! 5. ( ) Does Involve an unreviewed safety-

| (X) Does Not question (1, 2. 3 and/or 4).
|

Contain Security Safeguards6. ( ) Does'
-

,

(X) Does Not Information.
| ,

l
1

5 N/$d /c// y/// MINOR MCD AUIH, ONLY)
~

/

Prepared by:L. CHI /R. LEGATE Dept, t:

Title: General F.lectric Date
Date g/w/A m - Tech. Sve. Sup
Reviewed b'y T@LeVRRTY N Date
(normally TechV 5erv #
Title: O&M_ Engineer Supt. Powet
Dater fo/pJ /I Y Date
Reviewed 'b T. MOSKALYK it_t ------------------------------v
Title: Se for Plant Eng.

PORC MTG. NO. & DATE M-n9(oDate /0//v/fr

.......................v.i..e.6..to-
-

| SRC MTG, NO. & DATE

Il
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A. SCOPE OF MODIFICATION

A two-part welded clamshell sleeve repair will be performed
on the "B" loop of the core spray piping inside the reactor
vessel. This two-part sleeve will be installed over the
cracked section of pipe (See Figures 1 and 2) and will
become the new pressure retaining load path.

The material under the sleeve between the two circumferen-
tial welds is assumed to be removed in all stress calcu-
lations that have been performed to justify the adequacy of
the new desi The sleeve is to be welded along the two
axial seams,gn.after fit-up, to restore the cylindrical pipe i

shape. Two fillet welds will connect the sleeve to either
side of the cracked material.

The material to be used for the new clamshell sleeve is ASTM
A-312, Type 316L, having a material specification require- f

ment for carbon of 0.02% maximum.

Welding shall be performed in accordance with ASME Code,
Section IX, using the SMAW welding process, which will make
it easier to maximize the arc angle of the circumferential
welds.

Visual inspection in accordance with the requirements of
ASME Code, Section III, subsection NG shall be performed
after weldin6 In addition a baseline visual examination
shall be pertormed to meet the requirements of the NRC IE
Bulletin 80-13.

All work will be performed in the reactor vessel while the
reactor vessel is loaded with fuel. Installation will be
performed from a shielded work box lowered using the Refuel
Floor crane.

ALARA concerns will be met by a hydrola:e decontamination of
the reactor vessel inside wall and the installation of lead
shielding hung on the work box and around the general uork
area. The heavy load analysis associated with lowering the ,

work box into the fueled reactor vessel is not in the scope '

of this Safety Evaluation and shall be covered under a
separate report (Ref. D.ll).

B. REASON FOR MODIFICATION I

During the NRC IE Bulletin 80-13 augmented in-vessel visual I
inspections for intergranular stress corrosion cracking 1

(IGSCC), a crack indication was found in the "B" loop of the
core spray piping between the core spray nozzle and the

i
,

Page -1- i
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shroud in the JAFNPP reactor vessel. The crack is document-
ed in VT Examination Report 88-381 (Reference D.2) performed
by General Electric. The crack is located in the section of
pipe, approximately 6 " from the pipe to elbow weld and
3/16" from the first pipe to pipe weld below the elbow in
the "B" loop header (see Figure 1). The crack is in the
heat affected zone (HAZ) of the weld. The crack is
estimated to be approximately 10 mils wide and ap3roximately
180 degrees in circumference around the 5-inch scaedule 40
pipe.

The existing in-vessel core spray piping is ASTM A-312,
Grade TP-304, with carbon content of approximately 0.06% to
0.07% (References 3 and 4). This material in an oxygenated
environment with residual weld stress is susceptible to

'

IGSCC (Reference 5, NUREG-0313). Based on the visual
inspectiot of the crack and the aast experience in core
spray pir.e cracking, the most li'<ely cause of the crack is
IGSCC. Assuming that it is IGSCC, the crack, most likely
initiated from the inside diameter surface and would self-
arrest af ter the stress was relieved as a result of crack

j propagation.

The Core Spray System is one of several Emergency Core
Cooling (ECCS) Systems used to mitigate the consequences of
Loss or Coolant Accidents (LOCA) and to assure compliance to
10CFR50.46. The Core Spray System performance can impactr

fuel MAPLHGR Technical Specification limits if the calcu-
lated Peak Cladding Temperature (PCT) for the limiting
design basis LOCA is near the 10CFR50.46 limit of 2200*F.
Technical Specification limits are also imposed on the1

performance of the Core Spray System. Surveillance testing.

validates that the Core Spray System is capable of deliver-
: ing a specified minimum flow rate at a specified pressure.

The LOCA/ECCS analyses as defined in the JAFNPP FSAR and as'

recently updated (Reference D.6) assumes that most of the
core spfay water which is injected inte the Reactor Pressure
Vessel (RPV) enters the core spray spar;ers above the core.

The presence of a crack in the core spray pipi g leading to
the core spray sparger h'.s the potential to affect the
ability of the Core Spray System to aerform its design
function and/or the performance of t'ae Core. Spray System.
Therefore, it is necessary to bound the effect of the crack
on the Core Spray System and plant safety. This is accom-
plished by two parallel approaches 1) determining the most

! likely cause and effect of the crack, and 2) applying a
.

welded clamshell sleeve to restore the structural integrity
of the piping.

Page -2-
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To restore the structural integrity of the core spray
piping, a clamshell sleeve will be installed around the
crack location. The clamshell (Figure 2) is made from 6
inch diameter Schedule 80 pile. The pipe will be 316L,

stainless steel with low caraon content (less than 0.02%).
The pipe is approximately 4 inches in length and will be
slit lengthwise into two halves. The top section of each '

half will be fillet-welded to the existing pipe to elbow ;

veld and the bottom section will be circumferential1y'

tillet-welded to the downcomar pipe. The two halves will be
seam-welded (full penetration) together to form a sleeve
over the crack. The two seam welds end preps on the
clamshell sleeve may be machined to a 3 to 1 taper to reduce
the nominal wall thickness to .378". The minimum wall
thickness required by analysis is .318". The machine seam
welds will require less weld deposition and still meet the
required design wall thickness with complete weld
penetration. This design will reduce radiation exposure to
craft personnel performing this repair activity. Due to the ,

clearance between the vessel wall and core spray piping, the
top and bottom fillet welds of the clamshell may not be 360 ~

,

degrees around. However, the minimum weld length will be '

300 degrees. Stress and leakage calculations will be based
on the smaller weld area at the top and bottom of the

; clamshell sleeve. The installation of the clamshell sleeve
1 is in accordance with Reference D.7. ;

C. SAFETY EVALUATION
,

.

C.1 Structural Evaluation

The existing in-vessel piping was fabricated in accor-
; dance with the requirements of General Electric Pur-
'

chase Specification 21A1056 (Reference D.3) and
Purchase Part Drawing 921D791 (Reference D.12). A

i Field Deviation Instruction number 33/88595 (Reference i

D.13) required a change in one vertical riser pipe j
(installed at the 190 azimuth) which added one pipe to
pipe weld. The existing core spra: piping is
classified as non-Code. The pipe material used was !

! ASTM A-312, Grade TP-304. The pipe seam was welded
with no filler metal added. The Certified Material

: Test Reports (CMTR) for the existing piping show that
the piping had a carbon content of 0.06% to slightly,

above 0.07% which is the range of materials from three
separate heats used in the Core Spray System in effect
at the time of fabrication. All welding was in;

accordance with Section IX of the ASME Code.
Non-Destructive Examination (NDE) of the fabricated
structure included visual examination of all components

Page -3-
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and liquid penetrant inspection of the cover passes of
the completed welds. Acceptance criteria for the
liquid penetrant examination considered any crack-like
or linear indications or incomplete fusion or linearly
disaosed spot indications of 4 or more spots spaced 1/4
inch or less from edge to edge of the indication to be
unacceptable. If detected, all unacceptable defects
were completely removed (as evidenced by liquid
penetrant inspection) to sound metal and repaired by
rewelding. The repaired area would have been again
liquid penetrant inspected.

The cracked pipe is to be repaired meeting the intent
of the requirements of ASHI Section XI, 1980 Edition
with Winter 1981 Edition. The repair c.omponents are

; classified as non-Code components, however, the design
and analysis process has used as a guideline ASME
Section III, sub-section NB, 1986 Edition. The stress
analysis shows that all required Class I component
stress calculations result in stresses that are within -

the "Code" allowables if this were a code component. .

; The material to be used for the new clamshell sleeve is~

ASTM A-312 Type 316L, having a specification require-
ment of 0.02% maximum carbon. This material has been
shown to be highly resistive to IGSCC (Reference D.5).
Weld material used in the clamshell installation is
308L with a minimum ferrite content of 8%. This weld
material is also resistive to IGSCC (Reference D.5).
The two-part sleeve design with the circumferential ,

fillet welds and full penetration seam welds will bound
the existing crack pipe and restore pipe integrity.
Laboratory test data and field operating experience
have shown that cracks that have initiated and grown
due to IGSCC are arrested when reaching weld material.

| The clamshell sleeve installation design assures that
| the existing crack in the existing pipe, should it I

grow, will not again breach the pressure boundary since '

it will stoo at the weld =aterial which is within the I

new pressur'e boundary load path.

; The welding is to be performed using the SMAW welding
process which will ma <e it possible to maximize the are
angle of the circumferential welds. Due to the re-
stricted welding access, the maximum are length may be
limited to 300 degrees. However, the goal is an arc
angle of 360 degrees. Should it be necessary to

i

i

Page -4- 1
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limit the are length to less than 360 degrees, the
amount of leakage between the sleeve and the existing
pipe will be negligible and has been considered and
evaluated as discussed in Section C.2 of this eval-
uation.

Stress analysis has been performed and shows that this
design (with an assumed circumferential are length of
300 degrees) satisfies the intent of the ASME Code,
Section III, subsection NB. The stress analysis has
considered the design basis seismic loading and the ,

affect of the slightly higher mass of the repaired
piping and has shown that all design criteria is
satisfied. Other calculations performed by G.E. shows
that approximately 1/2 inch of piae ligament is all ,

that is required to ensure that tae pipe will not
completely severe during Core Spray System injection.

The clamshell sleeve design does result in a creviced
condition. Type 316L austenitic stainless steel with
0.02% maximum carbon has been shown to be less suscep-
tible to crevice corrosion that the present Type 304
material. This has been judged to be acceptable for
this application since it results in the best
combination of design attributes and features of the
many design options considered for this repair.

|

Prior to the repair, the areas of the upper and lower
circumferential welds of the clamshell sleeve will be
visually examined to meet the intent of the require-
ments of ASME, B&PCV, Section III, subsection NG-5000.
After welding of the repair sleeve is completed, the
welds will be visually examined as before. It is
judged that the visual inspection, as specified in,

i NG-5000, is adequate to meet the intent of the NB
examination rec uirements. Any additional margin that
may be obtained by a liquid penetrant examination ;

(required by NB) both prior to welding and on the i
finished welds can be compromised by the potential '

entrapment (inability to remove) of penetrant test
materials in crevices (the observed crack) on the ;

original surface and any crevices left by the lack of ;

;.
access for a complete circumferential fillet weld on ,

the ends of the sleeves. The presence of residual
! penetrant materials may cause ICSCC in creviced areas.

In addition, there is the concern for additional
personnal radiation exposure. The final liquid pene-
trant examination, if conducted, can result in a
significant increase in exposure as compared to a
visual examination. ;

Page -5-
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The repaired in-vessel "B" core spray loop will meet
the original design bases requirements for the piping
system. The "B" loop is not a code component or piping
subassembly, but the repair meets the intent of ASME
Section III, Class I components. The clamshell sleeve
design can be inspected in the future using the
existing in-vessel visual inspection program. '

C.2 System Evaluation

The Core Spray System is an integral part of the
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) for the plant.
The ECCS is designed to ensure that, after the worst
case LOCA with c.n a sumed single failure, and indepen-
dent of the availaLility of offsite power, the peak
cladding temperature (PCT), local oxidation, and
hydrogen generation will remain within the limits of
10CFR50.46.

The Core Spray System is designed to protect the core ,

by spraying water over the fuel assemblies to remove
'decay heat following a postulated design basis LOCA.

This protection also extends to smaller breaks after
the Reactor Vessel is sufficiently depressurized such
that the Core Spray System can provide core cooling.
The maximum pressure for core spray injection is 265
psid (reactor to drywell differential pressure) and the
rated flow of the core spray pump is 4625 gpm at a
reactor to drywell differential pressure of 113 psid.
The maximum (run-out) flow of the core spray pump is
6100 gpm (Reference D.6).

The Core Spray System consists of two independent
loops. Each loop includes: one 100% capacity centrif--

ugal water pump driven by an electric motor, a spray
sparger in the Reactor vessel above the core, piping
and valves that convey water from the suppression pool
to the sparger and associated controls and instrumenta-
tion.

The two line injection from the Core Spray System!

j enters the reactor vessel through nozzles, which are
located 180 degrees apart to provida physicala

separation. Each internal pipe then divides into a'

semicircular header, with a downcomer at each end which
turns through the shroud near the top. A semicircular
sparger is attached to each of the four cutlets to form
two circles, one above the other and both essentially

I complete circles. Short elbow nozzles are spaced
around the spargers to spray the water radially onto

j the tops of the fuel assemblies.

|

>
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The basis for the ECCS and core spray performance of
JAFNPP for compliance with 10CFR50.46 and 10CFR50,
Appendix K, is presented in Reference D.6 and is
verified for each relcad cycle. The design basis LOCA
for JAFNPP is identified as a 100% complete
recirculation suction line break with an assumed DC
power (battery) failure. With this failure, the
available ECCS is one loop of core spray and one pump
in each of the two loops of Residual Heat Removal

; (LPCI) and ADS. The ECCS model used in Reference D.6
is the SAFER /GESTR-LOCA model, a best estimate model'

developed by the nuclear system supplier (GE). The
SAFER /GESTR-LOCA model calculates two sets of PCT, the
nominal (best estimate) value and the licensing

i (Appendix K) value. For the design basis LOCA, the
! nominal PCT and the licensing PCT are less than 1050*F
| and 1600*F, res ectively. Thus, the PCT has margins of

over 600*F to 1p50*F to the Appendix K PCT limit of| .
'

2200*F. With the SAFER /GESTR-LOCA model, this type of
margin is expected in future cycles. This is confirmed
in each refueling cycle reload analysis,

i For the purpose of core spray pipe leakage a postulated
conservative leakage from a crack area equivalent to
that of a crack having a 10 mil gap and a 360 degrees

| circumference (twice the size of the observed crack)
was calculated. The calculated leakage flow for thist

crack size is less than 40 gpm at design basis LOCA
conditions. Since each Core Spray System has
approximately 100 spray nozzle in each saarger, the

| leakage flow througa the crack is less t3an the spray
flow for one nozzle. It should be noted that the

! calculation in Reference D 3 has two cor.servative
assumptions related to C' Spray System performance.
First, the calculation dous not take credit for core
sprav heat transfer, i.e., no spray flow is assumed to

| reach the hot fuel bundle. Second, the calculation
,

assumes a 100 gpm leakage from each Core Spray System
which bounds the maximum leakage cut of the crack.

| Even if the 40 gpm leakage is cons;dered as additional
| leakage in the Core Spray System, this additional
; leakage flow has little impact on the total ECCS
| injection capability. The total ECCS injection

1

| capability for the limiting design basis accident is ;
i more than 24,000 gpm provided by one core spray pump j
| and two RHR (LPCI) 7 umps. Thus, the 40 gpm leakage is 1

| less than 0.2% of the total injection flow. Therefore, i

the additional leakage does not adversely affect the
ECCS or Core Spray System performance or the MAPLHGR of 1

the fuel specified in the Technical Specifications.
1 '

1 1

I
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C.3 Evaluation on Effect on FSAR

C.3.1 Core Spray Lines Description (FSAR Section
3.3.4.7)

The description of the in-vessel core spray lines
in FSAR Section 3.3.4.7 identifies the physical
path of the core spray lines from the Reactor
vessel core spray nozzles to the core spray
spargers. This information has been reviewed by
the Nuclear Steam Supplier (G.E.) and found to be
unaffected by the observed crack or the proposed
modification of that piping.

C.3.2 Core Spray System Description (FSAR Section 6.4.3) '

The description of the Core Spray System is
discussed in FSAR Section 6.4.3. This section,

discusses how the Core Spray System provides core ~
protection during the postulated design basis LOCA :

.

and other postulated situations that require
reactor depressurization and low pressure ECCS ,-

i core cooling. This section also describes the
system components and interfaces with other
systems such as the suppression pool and the
reactor. G.E. has conducted a review of this
material and has concluded that the in-vessel core
spray crack and the proposed modification of the;

core spray line do not effect this section of the1

FSAR.

O C.3.3 Loss-Of-Coolant Accident (FSAR Chapter 14.6.1.3)

The LOCA analysis for JAFNPP in Section 14.6.1.3,

of the FSAR has been updated and it verified for:

2 each reload analysis. As discussed in Section C.2
of this safety cvaluation, the LOCA analysis,

already takes into account 100 gpm leakage in each
Core Spray System. The presence of the crack |

'

being repaired by the claeshell sleeve would,

result in less than 40 gpm leakage at the design i

basis LOCA condition. Therefore, the Reference' '

D.6 calculation bounds the effect of the leakage
out of the new core spray piping configuration
with the clamshell device and there is no
reduction in the margin to the PCT limit of
2200'F.

I
i
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: C.4 Effect on Plant Techn,1 cal Specifications

The new Core Spray System piping configuration will not
have any impact'on the Plant Technical Specifications -
The new configuration does not affect the capability cr?
the Core Spray System pump to provide rated flow, the
sostulated amount of leakage out of the crack is
sounded by the LOCA analysis. The fuel MAPLHGR liof.cs
are unchanged.

C.5 Summary of Safety Evaluation
.

I

The repair of the cracked in-vessel core spray piping
with the welded clamshell sleeve introduces a new;

! piping configuration in the Core Spray System. This
evaluation concludes that this new piping confipration
has an insignificant impact on the existing FSM, LOCA

| and reload analyses as updated for the upcoming oper-
; ating cycle 9. The impact on future reload cycles is ,
| also insignificant due to the assumption of a higher <

.

| leakage flow in the Core Spray System in the LOCA
| analysis and the large margin to the PCT limit of
| 10CFR50, Appendix K. It is also concluded that there
| is no effect on system and component design and safety

bases as defined in the FSAR. Plant Technical Specifi-l

cations have been reviewed to assess the effects on '

i applicable Limiting Conditions for Operation, Limiting
Safety System Settings, Safety Limits, and reactor
thermal parameters and concludes that this new piping
configuration does not reduce the margin of safety as
de. fined in the bases for Technical Specifications. The

! welded clamshell sleeve is used to restore the struc-
| tural integrity of the core spray piping to ensure

delivery or Core Spray System tiow into the spargers|

for core cooling. This does not involve a change in
the Technical Specifications.

C.6 Evaluation Sumr.ary

Based on the above evaluation, it 's determined that
the new core spray piping configuration does not

,

involve an unreviewed safety question as defined in -

10CFR50.59 for the following reasons:

a. The modification does not increase the probability
of occurrence or consequences of an accident or I

malfunction of equipment important to safety
; previously evaluated in the FSAR. The welded

clamshell sleeve is used to restore the structural j
i

|
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integrity of the Core Spray System piping to
ensure delivery of core spray flow into th;
sparger to provide core cooling. It will not
cause an accident. In as much as the clamshell
sleeve introduces new crevices in the core spray
piping, the use of low carbon stainless steel

,reduces the possibility of IUSCC. Thus, new
cracks in the repaired section of the core spray
line are not expected. Any potential leakage'

through the crack and clamshell sleeve is bounded
by the analysis assumptions in Reference D.6.

b. The modification does not create the possibility
of an accident or malfunction of a type other than |

any evaluated previously in the FSAR. The clam-
shell sleeve is used to restore the structural|

| integrity of the Core Spray System piping to ;
ensure delivery of core spray flow into the

'
,

sparger for core cooling. In as much as the
I sleeve introduces new crevices in the core spray . , ,

piping, the use of low carbon stainless steel
,

reduces the possibility of IGSCC. The safety
evaluation shows that the modification doss not
affect the design and safety bases of the Core
Spray System and component as defined in the FSAR.

.

|
J

c. The modification does not reduce the margin of
safety as defined in the basis for Technical -

. Specifications. The margin of safety is reflected
in the operating limits and limiting safety system
settings (LSSS) of the Twchnical Specifications.
The modification does not change the MAPLHGR of,

the fuel or any LESS. The calculated PCT for the'

design basis LOCA remains unchanged since the
calculation already considered a leakage flow !'

higher than the assumed flow through the crack and !
clamshell sleeve. L

; i
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